The **ezFrame 2 Series** uses Elite’s CineWhite® tensioned 1.1 gain material within a velveteen coated frame. A new design feature for the CineWhite® material is a rubber-edge border that makes installation a lot easier and a lot less time consuming. As an added bonus, a new installation kit is included free of charge.

**Screen Material**
- Award Winning CineWhite® 1.1 Gain front projection material with black backing and full tension uniformity across entire viewing surface
- Outstanding picture quality at any viewing angle with no compromise in resolution or brightness
- Active 3D, 4K Ultra HD, and HDR Ready
- Compatible with Ultra/Short and Standard throw projectors (Only on CineWhite and CineGrey models)
- Available in the following range of diagonal sizes:
  - 84” - 200” in 16:9 format
  - 109” - 144” in 16:10 format

**Design and Installation**
- 2.4” width frame and is velveteen coated
- Elegant velvet covered frame absorbs projector overshoot and increases picture contrast
- Assembles in minutes and includes installation hardware
- Split-frame design facilitates lower shipping costs without sacrificing quality
- Wall brackets allow screen to slide horizontally for properly centered installation
- Installation kit includes: Wood screws & anchors, Wall Brackets, Screw driver, Mallet

**Quality & Reliability**
- 2-year Parts & Labor manufacturer's warranty
- 3-year warranty offered through ENR-G program (Education, Non-Profit, Religious and Government)